THE POWER OF THE PRIESTHOOD      5?
secondly, another influence—that of the Doctors of the Law,
which we shall discuss later—had grown up alongside that of
the priesthood, and the frequent clashes of opinion between the
Temple and the Schools helped to weaken the prestige of the
High Priest.1 But for all that he was still the Primate of
the Jewish nation, for the Jews still held that the priesthood
played an essential part as mediator between God and his
people.2 His moral authority remained very great even though
it was now shared with the Rabbis, and he still preserved his
all-important privilege of presiding over the Sanhedrin. If the
High Priests could no longer be regarded as a dynasty they
did constitute a very special and exclusive aristocracy, for they
were invariably chosen from the same small group of families.
It must not be forgotten that in the post-exilic period the
whole Jewish nation only possessed one altar, and that this altar
was inaccessible to the lay population and the lower orders of
Temple priests, the High Priest alone having the full sacerdotal
powers required for the acceptance of Jahweh. In the old
days Israel had certainly not practised such a rigid exclusivism,
but these theocratic innovations and the priestly encroachments
which were responsible for them had gained such a firm hold
that they were attributed to Moses, that is to say, to Jahweh
himself. Already the ritual customs of pre-exilic days had
passed out of the memory of Israel.3
The practice of selecting the High Priest from a small group
of families had two results. On the one hand, the families in
question gained in prestige by his reflected glory, and, on the
other, they did what they could to strengthen his position, since
his downfall would immediately and vitally affect their own
security. Even to belong to one of these privileged families
was a considerable distinction. Thus we find Josephus placing
the sons of the High Priests (viol ra>v oq^lsoscov) side by side
with the High Priests themselves (aQ%ieoel~) in his list of the
most important Jews who took sides with Rome in the Great
Rebellion.4 These sons of the High Priests are also referred to
in the Mishnah 5 as the rightful authorities on matrimonial law,
as though a wTell~recognized tradition had already established
them firmly in that capacity. Another passage 6 tells us that
letters addressed to the sons of the High Priests sometimes
reached the Temple from foreign lands, a fact which at any
1 EB, art. Priest.	2 LXXV, ii, 225.
3	EB, art. Priest.    On the origins of these institutions, which had been
suspended long before Jesus was born, cf. &VJLU.
4	Jos., B. J., vi, 29 2.	* Kethaboth, acii, 1.
6 Mishnah.    Ohaloth, xvii, 5.

